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How to implement a dialog

First things first, to understand deeply how the  was designed I cannot recommend you more the page Dialog System

written and re-written by many people: Killian, Vincent & François.

A quick sum up, a dialog implementation goes through three mains steps:

An excel file called  (Master List https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d
 ) where you specify every dialog line with /1aPyN95W2BjdL1M622JeKI85IhPOY4JONWCMz3JWdLsw/edit#gid=1956014336

its parameters.

The excel file is then exported in CSV and then imported in Unreal Engine where its data are analyzed and dispatch through t
 (Data Tables). Those data are created from a micro point of view of a dialog to a macro one. hree mains game assets Dialog 

 regroups each line of each dialog separately,  regroups each Dialog Line references into groups Lines Dialog Groups
(conversation if you prefer), &  references each scene with its dialog Groups.Dialog Scenes

Data are references in : , and Contextual Manager. The Dialog Manager manages the play of two managers Dialog Manager
a dialog while the  manage exception related to external parameters such as the current state of the Contextual Manager
gameplay situation, characters velocities,

Dialog Implementation steps

Step 1: Write & Export your dialog(s) lines

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aPyN95W2BjdL1M622JeKI85IhPOY4JONWCMz3JWdLsw/edit#gid=1956014336

Open the excel file (no need to download it, otherwise your modifications won’t be kept though each iteration unless you 
update the drive file)

Add new lines

Expend the formula from the first column to the new lines

Specify the of the line meaning if the line will play during a specific scene or scenes or if it plays in all scenes, then scene 
select “Common”

https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System
https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System#MasterList
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aPyN95W2BjdL1M622JeKI85IhPOY4JONWCMz3JWdLsw/edit#gid=1956014336
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aPyN95W2BjdL1M622JeKI85IhPOY4JONWCMz3JWdLsw/edit#gid=1956014336
https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System#DialogLines
https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System#DialogLines
https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System#DialogGroup
https://rubika.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/LA/pages/795344921/Dialog+System#DialogScenes
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1aPyN95W2BjdL1M622JeKI85IhPOY4JONWCMz3JWdLsw/edit#gid=1956014336
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Specify who is talking on this line

Specify what the character is saying/the content/the text

Specify the  of this line (it defines a first priority level that will be used when dialog from a type needs to overwrite Dialog Type
another one from another type)
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Specify the  (this is important because it is the name that will group dialog lines with themselves. It gives Dialog Group Name
a common reference to all the lines composing one dialog group)

Think of it as a conversation; multiple conversations can be talking about the same thing for instance: 
“BeingStuckInCarnivorousPlant”, but each of them is different from its content. Thus, there will be one 
“BeingStuckInCarnivorousPlant01” and one “BeingStuckInCarnivorousPlant02” and so on)

Extend the (it is VITAL that the line ID remains UNIQUE and never changes. Thanks to the line ID, every dialog line ID 
parameter is conserved through every iteration. Even if you change one element in a dialog line, any other element in the 
game assets remains unchanged)

10. Once you have written and set up all your lines, export the master list in CSV

NOTE: Don’t leave empty or incomplete lines in the Master List. Otherwise Unreal won’t recognize it.
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Step 2: Update Unreal game assets

Copy the exported file in the CSV folder: D:\UE4\UnrealProjects\LiveAdventure_”François”_RubikaWORKSPACE\depot\CSV

Open Unreal, and go to

Right-click on “MasterList” asset, then “Reimport With New File”select 
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Choose/Open the CSV you’ve imported

Right-click on “MasterList” asset, “Scripted Actions”, then “Update Dialog Datas”unfold select 
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If nothing went wrong at the “reimportation”

and the “Update Dialog Datas”

You can see them referenced in those related Data Tables



In the DT_DialogLines, you will set up additional information such as animation, sound, volume, activation delay, etc…

In the DT_DialogGroups, you will set information relative to all dialog such as its priority, its “contextual type” (very 
important if your dialog is a “Contextual” dialog Type).

Note: Contextual Type can be expended in the E_ContextualType.

Step 3: Implement your dialog in the game

Per dialog Group, think about when the dialog is used. If it happens for , you may want to use  a defined moment during the game
the “BP_ActivateDialogByName”.

Note: Don’t change information relative to the CSV file. It would be overwritten when you’ll add/modify the MaserList and 
import it again.



Once the trigger sized and placed, set which character can activate it by setting up the “User Type”.

Then, reference the  you wish to play, and if you need both characters to  it “Are Two dialog group name PASS THROUGH
Characters Needed?“, and if so if they have to  “Should Both Characters be Inside“ for its activation.BE/STAY in it

Now everything should be working just FINE ^^

If the dialog is “contextual” or requires specific conditions to be played/called; Please communicate to a programmer your intentions.

Technical Side



Dialog Manager

The Dialog Manager is getting all organized DataTables (DT_DialogLines, DT_DialogGroups & DT_DialogScenes) 

to easily get the correct information. His goal is to manage the logic behind dialog play by giving the right information

/dialog. 

Note: To optimize the manager’s effectiveness, dialogs are loaded scene by scene except for the “Common” scene that is loaded 
from the start and contains dialogs that are used all the time during the game. All dialog groups are stored in an array called 
“Available Dialogs”.

Functions

“ ” & “ ” ask the manager to check for a specific dialog filling the right name or the right Launch Dialog by Name Launch Dialog by Rules
conditions/rules. 

“ ” check if there’s any dialog with this Dialog Type or Contextual Type. If not it reload new ones into the Launch Dialog by Rules
available ones.

After that it gets all Dialogs filling correct rules/conditions and store them into an array.



“ ” gets the necessary data from the DT_DialogScenes and stores it at each level streaming during the game.Load Scene Dialog

“ ” & “ ” get all dialogs filling the right type or conditions/rules. It is used to re-Load Dialogs From Dialog Type Load Dialogs from Rules
filled the array “Available Dialogs” once the manager cannot find any other dialog with the needed type or conditions/rules.

“ ” check the dialog system state to launch a new dialog.Check Dialog System

If a Dialog is currently playing then “ ” returns if the new dialog has a priority higher than the current one or not. If Is High Priority Dialog
it does, then “Stop Dialog” clean display, stop related sound. 



Then, if the dialog can be resumed (which means that its dialog type is “Story”), we check if we need to store it in the paused dialog 
variable considering the priority of a possible “already” paused dialog and at which state of the line the dialog was interrupted.

Once the new dialog is accepted, we remove it from the “Available Dialogs” considering its dialog type. If it is a “Call” dialog Type we 
increment the index set at each puzzle entry allowing a gradation from a small hint to a big one.



Finally, “ ” checks the “Current Dialog Line Index” variable by comparing its values to the lines count of the current Set Next Dialog Line
dialog. Then, it sets the line from DT_DialogLines, and fills variables such as the “Current Line Time”, “Current Line Delay”. Finally, “Pl

” takes care of displaying the line after a certain time defined in the “Current Line Delay” variable. Then, ay Character Dialog Line
considering the talking character, it updates subtitles display with “ ” which notify the widget: W_HUD; and plays the Display Dialog Line
related sound with “ ”. Play Dialog Sound

After a certain amount of time defined in the “Current Line Time” variable, the system increments the “Current Dialog Line Index” 
variable and calls once again “ ”.Set Next Dialog Line



If the line index exceeds the lines count contained in a dialog, the system checks if there’s a paused dialog to resume. If not it notifies 
the game master with “ ”. Call On No More Dialogs

If a dialog was paused, it checks whether a transition has been played or not. If not “ ” calls “ ” Play Transition Launch a Dialog by Rules
to play a “Transition” dialog type considering the character who will resume the paused dialog. Once, the transition is played, the 
paused dialog is resumed.

Contextual Manager

The contextual manager supervises contextual dialog through events.

Functions

“Launch Random Dialogs” check if a current dialog with the same contextual type isn’t already running. If not it removes the current 
dialog and prepares itself by resetting the timer to 0.

If a contextual dialog must be played after a certain action is done then we make a function bind to an event call at the right moment 
in the correct blueprint. That function will treat the call, the correct way.

For instance: Contextual Dialog related to when the character isn’t moving for a certain amount of time.



Here the event “Staying Still” is called in “BP_Hero” and “BP_Cameraman” when they stop moving. Once the event called it updates 
and compares each character moving state.

If both characters aren’t moving, it checks if a dialog is playing. And if so is this dialog can overwrite the one who is preparing. If true 
stops the preparation of the previous dialog and launches a warning about the need for a new type of contextual dialog needed.



If no dialog is playing and a contextual dialog can be played, then the system looks at what kind of contextual dialog should be launch 
considering the characters moving state and the gameplay situation. Once he knows, it “Launch Random Dialog” with certain rules 
and delay, and with the specificity that it can or not “Can Override Current Playing Contextual Dialog?”
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